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Using a Photoshop tutorial Photoshop includes a tutorial feature on the main menu, shown in
Figure 14-2. The "Photoshop Tutorial: Getting Started" tutorial leads you through creating
your first image. Photoshop tutorials include sample images and outlines of each feature.

Photoshop also includes a "Built-in Photoshop Tutorials" collection that provides step-by-step
instructions for using every feature. The Adobe Help system provides a feature where you can

find sample images and tutorials on any topic that is out there on the Internet. The sample
images often even include the actual Photoshop file that you can use. FIGURE 14-2: Create

your first image in the built-in tutorial.
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Version 12.0 includes new features that include: New Brushes Expanded Possibilities Convert
to Grayscale Improved Retouching New Layout Options Processing Monochromatic Images

New Content Aware Scaling Version 11.0.2 Adobe Photoshop Elements 11.0.2 improves
software experience and introduces new features. For example, it adds new features for one-
click adjustments, layers are added to a selected area with improved shapes, new brushes and

artboards. New Features in Adobe Photoshop Elements 11.0.2 One-Click Adjustments -
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Images can be immediately adjusted, with the click of a button, to quickly fix image defects
or make desired changes. - Images can be immediately adjusted, with the click of a button, to
quickly fix image defects or make desired changes. New Artboards - Easily place artboards
on images. - Easily place artboards on images. Layers - Easily add, view and edit separate
layers within a document to help you create more complex projects. - Easily add, view and
edit separate layers within a document to help you create more complex projects. Brushes -
Easily create and use quality brushes to help you generate your artwork. - Easily create and
use quality brushes to help you generate your artwork. Artboards - Easily add, view and edit

artwork on separate artboards on single images. Adobe Photoshop Elements 10.2 New
Features in Adobe Photoshop Elements 10.2 improve the software experience and include

improvements for document structure, content-aware scaling and resizing, resizing with
advanced options, new image and style options, new artboards, free form adjustments,

controls and effects and more. New Features in Adobe Photoshop Elements 10.2 Better
Document Structure - Easily create and organize multiple documents. Easily create and

organize multiple documents. Resize with Advanced Options - Resize your images, almost
instantly, with options ranging from automatic to manual. Resize your images, almost

instantly, with options ranging from automatic to manual. Free-Form Image Adjustment -
Easily adjust an image's appearance with controls so you can add and remove features of your
images. Easily adjust an image's appearance with controls so you can add and remove features
of your images. Advanced Artboards - Easily place artboards within a document a681f4349e
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Q: Iterate through hash variable with same string key I am working on Ruby on Rails 3.0.9, I
am trying to do iterate through a hash which has array of keys with the same string value. I am
trying to loop through this hash but not succeeding. if I do the following @not_empty_marks
= {:a => [1,2,3], :b => [1], :c => [1,2], :d => [1,2,3,4]} @not_empty_marks.each_key do
|key| @not_empty_marks[key].each do |p| p puts p end end @not_empty_marks[key] returns
the entire array but I only want it to return it's first element. I am iterating through a hash
which has array of key value pairs. I want to just iterate through the values of those arrays. A:
You seem to be confused, as @Daniweb points out, about what you're actually asking. But
let's take it that the data is actually what you're looking for. To iterate through the hash keys,
you don't want to iterate through each_key, since you're iterating through the array keys of
each member of the hash: # => {:a => [1, 2, 3], :b => [1], :c => [1, 2], :d => [1, 2, 3, 4]}
@not_empty_marks.values # => [1, 2, 3, 4] @not_empty_marks.values.each_with_index do
|p, i| p puts p end # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 Is the President Looking at Sound? Did President George H.
W. Bush often refer to people he thought were terrible human beings as "sound people"? In
the wake of the phony Gulf of Tonkin incident and the President's nonexistent "smoking gun"
on the premises of the World Trade Center, the answer is yes. It wasn't always clear whether
the President was talking about people's tone or their substance. Here's a sampling of the old-
fashioned phraseology from Bush's office and in his

What's New In?

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) has banned jailed superstar-cum-
informant, Salman Butt for five years from national and international cricket for his role in
the spot-fixing scandal involving illegal approaches to England's Kevin Pietersen and Steve
Harmison during the Lord's Test in 2010, a decision that has to be enforced by the ICC. The
players' body has further suspended Butt for two years from all international cricket, and
given him two-year probation for the ban. Butt, who surrendered in June last year, has been
told that he can face action from the ICC for breaking the rules. A PCB spokesman
confirmed the discipline, saying the decision was taken yesterday evening after consultation
with the ICC. A 15-page report on the disciplinary process, which is available with Dawn, is
believed to have been carried out by Canadian lawyer Peter Ong. The spokesman, however,
refused to confirm whether the board had sought the advice of the ICC before taking the
decision. "The PCB accepts that Mr Butt has been found to have done wrong. He has been
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ordered to comply with the ICAC [ICC Anti-Corruption and Security Council] and he may
face action from the ICC. "In this regard, the PCB has suspended him from international
cricket and from all forms of cricket for a period of two years and has placed him on
probation. "The five-year ban for Salman Butt does not include any domestic cricket or any
other member of the Pakistan team. "The PCB will comply with its obligations under the ICC
Anti-Corruption Code and the ICC Board Rules," said the spokesman. The PCB has been
under the spotlight on account of its handling of the on-field troubles of Butt and the former
captain Salman Akram, who also was banned for 12 months for his role in the scandal.
Pietersen and Harmison's accounts of what transpired in the Lord's Test were taken on oath
by the ICC ACSU last year. They were present on the fourth day of the Lord's Test when Butt
approached the duo at the covers. During that day, Butt offered one of the England players
50,000 rupees while the other one was told he could earn Rs 500,000-800,000 if he agreed to
play a wild pitch, while the third player was asked to deliberately bowl a no ball on the final
day of the fourth Test at The Oval. According to the two crick
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.8 or later RAM 4 GB FREE SPACE 21 GB Free disk space For PC users,
RAM 4 GB is required and 7 GB free space on the hard drive is recommended. You will
need: Colors are added at the end of the tutorial. Step 1: Start in icon view and delete the files
in it. Step 2: Click the view option and select the List view. Step 3: You will see the content of
the Desktop folder
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